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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical distribution theory founded by Laurent Schwartz [26] has 
an intrinsic multiplication problem. He indicates this in his paper [27]. 
This problem is clearly demonstrated by selecting two particular distribu- 
tions and attempting to define a multiplication that enjoys commutative, 
associative, and unit identity properties. This process leads to the 
contradiction, 1 = eP I [lo]. 
A new generalized function theory developed by J. Colombeau [4-91 
provides a solution to the multiplication problem and also develops a 
general integration theory. T. Todorov reexamines the new generalized 
function theory in the spirit of non-denumerable sequences termed 
ultrapowers [29]. The L. Schwartz distribution theory was reexamined in 
the spirit of fundamental sequences [16,333. However, there are new con- 
siderations in the theory of new generalized function theory requiring an 
algebraic notion of a particular ideal contained in a specified test function 
space. A brief review of these constructions can be found in Section 7 and 
a comprehensive review can be found in Ref. [25]. 
A principle application for our development will be modeling a physical 
system consisting of an “infinite” number of particles. A system of 
n-particles termed bosoms or fermions has previously been modeled by 
n-dimensional symmetric or antisymmetric functions. When this system is 
enlarged to an infinite number of particles, the model for the state space 
vector has the form, 
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where &-, is a scalar and #,Jx) E Lk(Bk) (1 <k < co) and Qk can either be 
Rk or Ck. This system can be described by a direct sum of Hilbert spaces, 
equipped with the norm, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
The state space vectors for a finite number of particles form a dense sub- 
space in .X and the representation given in expression (1.1) terminates 
after k-entries. This can be regarded as a “finite” subspace. In this spirit, 
linear operators restricted to the k-particle case can be represented as a 
matrix. For example [: 11, the creation operator, a + (0, represented as 
contains the products of Dirac delta functionals. The mathematical founda- 
tion for this multiplication is rather vague. 
Another fundamental problem in the space, Lk(Qk), is that it does not 
contain the complex valued function, e”‘. This becomes a principle 
problem when the Fourier transform is implemented in analyzing frequen- 
cies of particles. This compels us to study rapid descent test functions, 
S(Rk), and their dual termed tempered distributions, S’(Wk), where 
Fourier transform theory is complete. Carmichael [3] has developed 
different test spaces for studying the Fourier transform. 
We will briefly examine a few basic results in the new tempered istribu- 
tion theory. The principle result of new tempered distribution theory 
implemented in this paper will be the multiplication property. We will 
blend the Colombeau and Todorov sequential approach. We then develop 
the space, X(Rk x S’; R), which will consist of classical function theory in 
the real variable, t E Rk and functional holomorphic theory in the tempered 
distribution variable, x E .S’( Rk). The functional derivative will be in the 
sense of Frolicher and Bucher [14]. The functionals belonging to the 
space, X(Rk x S’; R), will be shown to have mixed derivatives. The criteria 
to ensure the existence of the functional derivatives will be briefly 
developed in our setting. These functionals will further enjoy new tempered 
distributional multiplication and functional differentiation in an infinite 
number of directions. 
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We also include global differentiation in the sense of distributional 
differentiation [ 16, 321. This model will offer the user a very broad inter- 
pretation of state vectors and provide a general theory offering flexibility 
for many complicated computations. One such example is the process of 
renormalization [ 17, 30, 311. The notation for classical partial differentia- 
tion, distributional differentiations and functional differentiation will be 
introduced as they naturally appear in this paper. 
I wish to thank Dr. J. Colombeau, Dr. T. D. Todorov, and Dr. A. Takaci 
for their revealing and inspiring discussions at the Generalized Functions, 
Convergence Structures, and Their Applications Conference in Dubrovnik, 
Yugoslavia during June 1987. I also wish to extend my sincere gratitude to 
the referee of this paper who carefully reviewed every aspect of it and 
provided me with a comprehensive set of comments. 
2. CLASSICAL TEST SPACES 
The test spaces, Q(Rk) c s(lQk) c P(Rk) 2 b, are implemented in 
classical generalized functions. The growth condition on members of 9 is 
that each 4(t) E g(Rk) has compact support. The growth condition on 
b(t) E S(Rk) is that for every o! = (a,, . . . . elk) E Nk and n E N must satisfy 
lim ItI” l&fj(t)l =O. (2.1) IfI 4 IX 
Expression (2.1) contains the abbreviated notations, 
ItI” 4 (+ Jiy-YTp 
and 
The functions in & have no additional growth condition. It is well known 
that all three vector spaces can be equipped with an increasing 
denumerable sequence of semi-norms. We focus on the space of rapid 
descent est functions, s( Rk), since many applications in physics and signal 
analysis require the Fourier transform. In particular we equip s(Wk) with 
an increasing sequence of norms, 
ll~ll,= sup (1 + f2Jrn Iq#(t)l, 
bl < fy rsiw 
(2.2) 
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where m = 0, 1, . . . . [al =Ck=i txi, D;=(cYa, + ... +a,)/(&;‘...&;$ and 
(1 + f*)“’ & [( 1 + tf). . . (1 + t:)]“. The new generalized functions [4 - 91 
reexamine the test space, S(Rk). Subspaces, S&Rk) c S(W”), are defined as 
S,(W)= ~~~(IW~):Sw~b(t)dt=l,jw~t;‘...t~~(li )...) tk)dtl...dfk=O, 
1 
for 1 d Ial dq 
I 
. (2.3) 
It is immediate that S(l@) 3 S,(R”) 3 . . . 3 S&E@) 3 . . . . We can charac- 
terize the sets, S,(ll@), q = 1, 2, . . . with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. A function, 4(t) E S( Rk), is a member of S,( I@) if and 
only if 
( - 1 )‘*I 
t’“‘D”#(t) E S (Rk) 
[al! ’ ’ ’ 
q = 1, . ..) andfor some Ial > 1. (2.4) 
Expression (2.4) contains the abbreviated notations, 
ItI 121 g p . tS’ . . . . . tp, 
Ial! = (i, + ... +a,)! 
(-,)l.l=(-,)al+.2+ “‘+ak. 
Proof: An induction argument on integration by parts proves this 
result. 
The members of the space, .S(l!@), also enjoy the property that products, 
II/(t) .4(t), can be differentiated using the Leibnitz formula, 
D%(t) .4(t) = i (;) D;-“$0) &Wh 
Ikl =O 
(2.5) 
where (f) are the multinomial coefficients. We also note that the norms 
defined in expression (2.2), “capture” the growth condition imposed on 
functions belonging to S(Rk). The norms also “capture” uniform 
convergence on Rk thus making S(Rk) a Frechet space [ 131. 
Moreover, if we define a sequence of subspaces, 
En,= (4~s: lIdll,< 4 m = 0, 1, . . . . 
then it is clear that S(W’) can be described as an intersection space, 
S(Rk)= fi E,. (2.6) 
l?t=O 
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In this setting we say a sequence, id,),“=, , is a Cauchy sequence in s(Rk) 
if and only if it is a Cauchy sequence in each subspace, E,, m = 0, 1, . . . . It 
can then be proven that s(R?) is a complete space in the sense that every 
Cauchy sequence converges to a point in the space. In a topological setting 
we oftentimes equip s(Rk) with the projective limit topology [19, 201. 
3. CLASSICAL GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
Since g( lRk) c S( Rk) c 6( Rk), the duals termed generalized functions 
satisfy &‘( Rk) c s’( Rk) c $Y( Rk). The linear continuous functionals which 
are members of G@‘( Rk) are traditionally named distributions and the mem- 
bers of s’(Rk) are termed tempered distributions. We focus on tempered 
distributions. It is well known that for each tempered distribution, F(t), 
there exists a positive integer, m, and positive constant, c, such that 
I(F(t), $4t)>l6c ll4llm (3.1) 
holds for all 4(t) E s(Rk) [33]. The least positive integer, m, for which 
expression (3.1) holds is called the order of F. The notation F(t), contains 
the independent variable, t, of the test function, d(t), and has no direct 
significance for the tempered distribution, F. It merely identifies the label 
used for the independent variable of the test function. 
We can equip 55’(Rk) with a union pseudo-topology [14] defined as 
S’(Rk)= E Ep,, 
where 
E -m = {FEY’ : llF[l wrn g sup I(F,d)I<a,mistheorderofF}, 
IlBllm i 1 
(ES1889 
m=O,l,.... (3.2) 
A consequence, { Fj >,“= , , converges to F. in s’(Rk) if and only if 
{ F,},Y?? , c E ~mg for some m, and lim, _ ~ /IF, - Foil mg = 0. In a topological 
setting the space, s’(Rk), is oftentimes equipped with an inductive limit 
topology [ 19, 203. This is quite similar to our procedure. 
As in the space, s(Rk), we reexamine the space, s’(Rk). We define a 
collection of subsets, S;(Rk), as follows: 
$,={FEY(W~):~= (~(-I)m(~-r)m.~mF(r-r),m(i))dr=l, 
a 
m 
J i 
+)-(t--r)‘“tm 
-K, m. 
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The subsets, s;, are non-empty, which can be shown by a generalized 
function translation on the distribution, 
i 
0 
t”6’“‘(t)= (- l)mn!/(n -m)!~(npm)(t), 
O<n-cm 
n>m ’ (3.3) 
The notation, 6(“‘(t), in expression (3.3) signifies the n-time distributional 
derivative of 6. In particular, if 4(t) E S,(R”) and IZ = m, then 
(&t-t), d(t)> dt 
and 
for 1 < tl6 q. 
It is also clear that the sets, !S’(l@) 3 $; 1 . . . 2 sb 3 . . ., form a directed 
downward sequence of sets which coincides with the direction on the sets, 
Orthogonality in a Fock space or in a functional power series expansion 
is an unsolved problem [18]. When we multiply a distribution by a poly- 
nomial and integrate to zero or one, then perhaps we may have a notation 
of orthogonality. We also note that the subsets, S& have “uniform control” 
imposed on their growth when we multiply by the polynomial, (t-t)“. 
The general theory of multipliers in distribution theory does not enjoy this 
form of uniform boundedness. 
4. FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVES 
The functional derivative of a functional defined on an intersection space 
such as S(@) or a union space such as S’( Rk) can be developed in the 
sense of a pseudo-topology [14]. In a pseudo-topology, E, each point in 
the vector space is equipped with a family of convergent filter bases, (E, z). 
This notation defines for each point, CQ,E , a family of convergent filter 
409/165&15 
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bases, (z(x,)}, that do not necessarily enjoy the convenience of comparing 
them to a neighborhood filter base at x0 [14]. However, because of the 
increasing sequence of norms on S(R”) given in expression (2.2) and the 
decreasing sequence of norms on S’(W”) given in expression (3.2) these 
two spaces enjoy more structure than an abstract pseudo-topological space. 
We will briefly develop the essential results due to this additional structure. 
Since rapid descent est functions and tempered istributions are equipped 
with a denumerabie sequence of norms, all of our indexing sets in the 
forthcoming development will be over the natural positive integers, N. 
A non-countable indexing set could be implemented and the results in 
Section 4 would remain valid. We will develop our structure using semi- 
norms so that one could accommodate other generalized function spaces. 
DEFINITION 4.1. (i) A filter base, B, in a pseudo-topological vector 
space, (E, r), is quasi-bounded if and only if ZVBl (E, z), where IV is the 
neighborhood filter base of zero in the reals. [14] 
(ii) A set, !S, is bounded in a pseudo-topological intersection of 
semi-normed spaces, n,, N (E, 1. I,), if and only if for every semi-norm, 
1. I,,,, there is a positive constant, M,, such that 
ISI, k sup (XI, < M,. 
.Y E s 
(iii) A set, S, is bounded in a pseudo-topological union of semi- 
normed spaces, u,, N (E-,, / .I Pm), if and only if 3(%,,, I .I -,,) such 
that 
S c Ep,,,,, and I%m,~SUP lxlLno<Mfno 
res 
for some positive constant, M,,. 
We emphasize that the boundedness property holds for every subspace, 
(E, I . I ,) in an intersection space and at least one subspace, (EP,,, I . I -,,) 
in a union space. This is similar to a projective and inductive limit 
topology. The same is also true in the study of ultradifferentiable functions 
of class, (M,), or class, {M,} [20]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) A filter base, g, in a pseudo-topological intersec- 
tion of semi-normed spaces is quasi-bounded if and only if for every m E N 3 
a positive constant, M,, and set B, E 98 such that 
14nI,= sup M,<M,. 
xte, 
(ii) A filter base, ~33, in a pseudo-topological union of semi-normed 
spaces is quasi-bounded if and only if it contains a bounded set. 
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Proof (i) If &? is a quasi-bounded filter base, then by definition 
ZVB Jo (E, 1.1,) which implies IV%J Jo (E, 1. I,) for every m E N. Thus given 
E<O, 36,,, > 0 and B,,, E 9I such that the traditional vector space product 
of the open interval, (-6,,,, +6,,,) and the set, B,,, E g’, satisfies 
I(-Sm.,, +~m,e).B,,,I,<~~ 
implying 
This implies 
sup Ixl&+ M,. 
x E &J rn,C 
The proof of the converse is similar. 
(ii) Similar to the proof (i) above. 
DEFINITION 4.3 [14]. (i) Let r: (E,, Z~)H (&, ZJ be a mapping 
between two pseudo-topological spaces. We define an associated map, O,, 
as 
where R denotes the real numbers. 
(ii) The mapping, r, between two pseudo-topological spaces is 
termed a remainder if and only if r(0) = 0 and B, quasi-bounded in 
(E, , r1 ), implies O,(ZV, 99) lo (&, z2). The set of all such remainders will 
be denoted R(U,“=, (K,, 1.1,); R). 
THEOREM 4.4. A mapping, r: U ,“= 0 (E-, , I . I -,) H [w is a remainder, 
reR(U~co (EL,, 1.1-J; R), ifand only if 
(a) r(O)=0 and 
(b) lim xEE~.,lxl~,-rO IrbMxl-,=0~ VnEN. 
ProoJ We consider the set, S-,= {xEE-, : 1x1-,, < 1) which by 
Proposition 4.2(ii) is a quasi-bounded filter base in the union space, 
lJ,“=o(E-,, l.I-,). Then for E >O and this %,, there exists a 6>0, such 
that 
I@,(& x)l < 6 VXES_,,VA suchthat 0<111<6, 
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implying 
1 I I 1. r-().x) < E. 
We conclude Vx E Ep,, such that 0 < 1x1 d-n < 6 satisfies 
j+ Idlxl -n x/l-xl ~.)I <E? 
” 
implying 
Conversely, let B be a quasi-bounded filter base and so +I, E N and BE 92 
such that 
for some positive constant M,,. If we select an x E B such that 1x1 ..mg #0, 
then 
< $+ Id~x)l. 
m3 
Clearly A -+ 0 implies ;Ix Jo (E_,,, ) .I --mO), so by the remainder definition 
4.3(ii) we have 
implying 
implying 
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We can prove the following result in a pseudo-topological intersection 
space using a similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf a mapping, r: n,“= ,, (6 I . I ,) H Rf satbfies 
r(0) = 0 
and 
3n,E N such that lim Ir(x)l = 0 - 
IxlmO+O 1X1,” ’ 
then 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let @ be a mapping between two pseudo-topological 
spaces (E,, ri) and (&, r2). This mapping @ is said to be differentiable at 
UE E, if and only if there exists a linear continuous map, @(‘)(a; .)E 
L(E,, E2), where 
r(a; h) = @(a + h) - @(a) - @“‘(a; h) 
for all h E E,. The linear continuous map, @(i)(,; .) is called the derivative 
of @ at a. The notation, L(E,, EZ), denotes the set of all linear continuous 
transformations on E, to E,. 
By induction on n we define a n-times differentiable map. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let 0 be a mapping between two pseudo-topological 
spaces (E, , r, ) and (E,, r2). This mapping is called n-times differentiable at 
a E E, if and only if a mapping 
@“-?E,HL(ElxE,x ... xE,;E,) 
exists in an E, neighborhood of a and is differentiable at a 
It should be noted that when a remainder exists in the sense of Delini- 
tion 4.6 then the derivative is unique. Also it can be shown that the nth 
derivative of @ has an n-fold multilinear continuous mapping representa- 
tion. This provides the user with an alternate representation having several 
computational advantages. 
The Leibnitz formula, 
(@.Y)‘“‘(a;h)= i (~)~‘.“)(a;h)~‘“‘(a;h) 
k=O 
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remains valid in our setting and the functional derivatives can be thought 
of as the functional derivative at a point, a, evaluated in an infinite number 
of directions, h. 
5. THE SCALE OF FRBCHET SPACES, fPB= U,,2, rp,'B 
For each s> 1, the space, rp*“(p>l, B= {B,iFfo, B,>B,, j>i) is 
called an infinite dimensional Fock space. The p and Bj, i 2 0, are all real 
numbers. These spaces are topological spaces of real-valued functionals on 
the space of real-valued tempered istributions, !!5’( lQk; R). The set of func- 
tionals which are members of rp.sB are all CY(s’(@); R) in the sense of 
Section 4. We also require if @E rplsB, then 
Q(x) = f ayx4= f a,[x, . . . . xl, (5.1) 
where u0 E R! and the uy are multilinear continuous functions on 
S’( Rk)X . . . xS’( R”), q copies, q 2 1, 
to R. 
We control the growth of these functionals by equipping this vector 
space with the following increasing sequence of norms: 
T m = 0, 1, . . . . p > 1, (5.2) 
where 
ll~411m = sup bqxYl < 03, m =0, 1, . . . 
ll*ll -mG 1 
and 
I/XII-m= sup I<x, 1>1> m=O, 1, . . . . #E?%(lV). 
llan G 1 
The natural topology induced by the increasing sequence of norms 
described in expression (5.2) makes fPxsB a Frechet space. It is also clear 
for 1 < s < s’ that rp,sB c rP,s’B and the canonical injection, J,.,: PsB H 
rp,s’B, is continuous. We take the union over the sets rp,sB, s 2 1, s E R, and 
form a directed scale of Frechet spaces, TpB = iJss, rpssB. Properties 
regarding this scale of Frechet spaces are developed in Refs. [21-241. 
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Select a fixed rapid descent est function, 4 E s( I@‘), and 
then consider the linear functional, 
@: S’( Rk) H R 
@:x- -+(x, $4). 
The functional derivative in the sense of Section 4 is easily seen to be 
@‘)(a; h) = (h, 4). 
This example illustrates a functional in rp,sB having a “finite functional 
Taylor series.” 
6. THE SPACE, Z(@xs';iW) 
Holomorphic functionals belonging to the space, X(Rk x s’; R), are 
Cm( R“) in the variables, (I,, . . . . tk) E Rk, and P(s’) in the variable, x E s’, 
as defined in Section 4. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Select a fixed rapid descent test function, 4 E S( R“) and 
a fixed classical function, g( t, , . . . . fk) E Cm(Wk). Then define the functional 
F: RkXS'HR 
F: (tl, . . . . ?k, x) N -+g(tl, . . . . lk). <x, 4 >. 
This functional, F, is a member of X(Rk x s’; R). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Select a fixed classical function, 
g(t1, ‘.., tk) E cm( bik) and a @ E rpssB. 
Then define the functional, 
G:RkxS’++R 
G: (tl, . . . . t,, X) - -+g(tl, . . . . tk) . ‘#j(X). 
Again the functional, G, is a member of X(Rk x s’; W). 
7. THE SPACE OF NEW TEMPERED FOCK FLJNCTIONALS 
The space of new tempered Fock functionals, X(Rk x s’; R)‘+, is in the 
spirit of ultrapowers developed by Todorov [29]. The set, s + = .% x Iw + is 
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a Cartesian product of rapid descent test functions and positive real 
numbers. The set, H(Rk x S’; R)S+ denotes uncountable or countable 
sequences having S + as their common domain and the set, X( I@ x S’; R) as 
their common range. The context of the point selected from X(Rk x S’; R) 
will determine if we are considering an uncountable sequence, a countable 
sequence, or a single functional. For convenience the domain and range 
points for these sequences of functional GE P(Rk x S’; R)S + will be 
reflected in the notation 
GoBAt, 5 “‘1 tk, X), (7.1) 
where for each 4 0 E E S + the expression denoted in line (7.1) represents a
mixed holomorphic sequence of functionals belonging to X( Rk x S’; R). The 
following constructions are an adaptation of the new generalized function 
theory [4-91 to our Fock functionals. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The regularization for any tempered distribution, 
TE S’( II@), and functional, @ E rp,SB, is defined as 
It is immediate that the “sequences”, { T . @4BE}4BC, are members of 
zy[Wk x S’; lys+. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. The regularization of the Dirac delta functional, 
YES’, and @off-‘* is 
DEFINITION 7.4. G E %‘(iWk x S’; R)S+ is moderate if and only if for 
every compact subset, Kc I@, and every mixed derivative operator, 
there is a q,, E N such that if 4(t) E S’so(Rk) and x E sb,,, then there exists a 
positive constant, C and a0 > 0 such that 
lD:D;G,,,(t,, . . . . t,, x)1 < CE-~’ 
for every t E K and 0 < E < sO. The set of all moderate “sequences” in 
Jr( Rk x S’; R)§+ will be denoted tiM(Rk x S’; OX)“+. 
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THEOREM 7.5. The regularization of a tempered distribution, T(S) and 
O(x) E rp,sB is moderate. 
Proof: The fundamental structure theorem for tempered distributions 
[13] asserts that for r(t) E S’(W) there exist positive n tuples, (/I,, . . . . fik) 
and (m,, . . . . mk) and a bounded continuous function, f(t), on Rk such that 
for all q+(t) ES(W) the following representation holds: 
(7.6) 
In this representation we have implemented the notation convention, 
IPI = Cf= 1 Pi, P = (PI, . . . . Pk) and m = (~1, . . . . mk). 
The classical derivative operator in t is denoted 
D;= 
act,+ ... t-q 
sty . . . at:’ 
and the generalized tempered istributional derivative is denoted 
Our regularization, T.O,,,(t,, . . . . tk; x), is a product so we consider each 
factor separately. For a compact subset, Kc lRk, we consider the derivative 
operator, D;, applied to 
Change variables in expression (7.7) according to the formulas, 
and obtain 
1 
p + lal f(t+Ev)[l + (1 +W)2)ml@“)(tl) 4 . (7.8) 
409!165'1-16 
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Noting for any t E K the function, [ 1 + (t + E~)‘]“Q$“‘(~), is a member of 
s(@). This implies the new generalized function moderate condition [ 111 
on T(r) provided we select E &? E” and sI( IP). 
Next we apply the functional derivative, D;, to a(x). Since 
D;:@(x)= f 4!a 
y2n (q-n)! y+nXYhrr, 
we consider partial sums, 
62 ___ ayfnllm IIxIIY-, Ilhll’Y, q! II 
y>n (q-n)! 
y+nllm IlxllY, IVII”, ;;,;;;i: ;“,F;;,:,; 
NO 
= c II ayfnllm (4+nY”P q! (S’Bm)Y+n 
q>n (s’B,,J +n 
(q-n)! (q+n)p Ilxll~m Ilhll”m 1 
q! (dB,,Jyfn 
6 Ill@llls~B,,, cq-nI! tq+nj!‘,P IlxllY, Ilhll”, 
dK IIl@Ills~~,. (7.9) 
Since the bound given in expression (7.9) is true for every N,, we have 
lDTDiT.@,+,,(t,, . . . . t,, x)1 <CsPyo, provided we 
FESS and hE$;. 
keep qo= I/?/ + Ial, 
DEFINITION 7.11. A sequence, GE X(Rk x S’; R)‘+, is null if and only 
if for every compact subset, Kc Rk, and every increasing positive real 
valued function, y(q), where lim, _ ns y(q) = co, and every mixed derivative 
operator, 
there is a q. E N such that if d(t) E .!5& R“) and x E sb for q 2 q. there exists 
an s0 > 0 and C > 0 such that 
JD;D;G,,,(t,, . . . . t,, x)1 < CE~(‘J~YO 
for every tEKandO<s<sO. 
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The set of all null sequences in .X(i?@ x S’; lR)‘+ will be denoted 
cq(Rk+ S’; bay+. We observe that XO(Rk x S’; R)‘+ c XM(Rk x S’; OX)‘+ 
and the pointwise product of a GE XO(Rk x S’; lR)S+ is well defined and, 
moreover, the Leibnitz Formula for higher order mixed derivatives implies 
the pointwise product of W.G,, @&fl ... t,, x) and G. Wplmc(tl ,..., t,, x) 
again is a member of XO(Rk x S’; R)‘+. We can therefore conclude that 
X0( lRk x S’; Fly+ is an ideal in XM(Rk x S’; R)St. 
EXAMPLE 7.12. The zero sequence, 
O:Sxx+-*(Rkxs’;R) 
0: (4, E) ‘v +o, 
where 
0: (t 1 > ...> t,, x) - -0 
is a member of &(Rk + S’; R). 
DEFINITION 7.13. Two sequences, G, HE ZM( Rk x S’; R)5+ are related 
if and only if G-H~~O(RkxS’;lK!)S+. 
It is immediate that Definition 7.13 defines an equivalence relation on 
the set %“( Rk x 55’; R)‘+. Distributional multiplication is well defined if we 
implement he standard multiplication procedure on the equivalence classes 
given by the equivalence relation in Definition 7.13. We illustrate this 
procedure with the following example: 
EXAMPLE 7.14. The functional, G E ZM( Rk x S’; 5!)S + defined as 
G:S+ -+&,(RkxS’;R) 
where T(l) is a fixed tempered istribution and 
l:S’+R 
1: x- 41, 
can be multiplied. The product becomes 
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and, if the tempered distribution selected is S(r), the product is equal to 
(l/~~~)#~( -t/s). Some additional examples requiring distributional multi- 
plication are annihilation and creation operators in field theory. They are 
examined in Berezin [ 11. 
8. INFINITE ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
This section examines infinite order differential operators, 
f(D) = i C,,D’. 
I’ = 0 
The derivative operator, D”, in expression (8.1) can be the functional 
derivative, (0;) 4 (Dh)“, h E s’(@) of Section 4, the classical partial 
derivative operator, 
(&,,‘Y, &,>’ is (aS;:I;;;J~ 
defined on some class of infinitely differentiable functions or the classical 
distributional derivative, 
<D’T(t), 4(t)> = (- 1)“’ (T(t), D”4(5)>, 
for all 4 E test space. 
(8.2) 
We will study all of these infinite order differential operators on classes 
of functionals or functions belonging to scales of Frechet spaces. The 
following order and growth conditions defined for scalar valued functions 
can be found in Ref. [ 151. 
DEFINITION 8.2. A scalar valued function, f(t), has strict order ~3, if 
and only if 3K > 0 such that If(t)1 <K exp It/“. Also an entire scalar valued 
function, f(t), with strict order of growth 6 i is of strict type </I if and 
only if If(t)1 < K exp b, ItI”, where b, < fi. An entire scalar valued fuction, 
f(t), with strict order of growth <i is of minimal type if and only if 
V E > 0, 3C, such that IS(t)1 < C, exp .s ItI”. 
LEMMA 8.3. If the entire scalar valued function, f(t) = I,“= o C,, t’, is of 
minimal type and strict order of growth 61, then the coefficients atisfy 
Proof: [15, p. 1943. 
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THEOREM 8.4. If @E rpB and f (t) is an entire function of minimal type 
and strict order of growth q, where l/p + l/q = 1, then the infinite order 
differential operator, 
f(oh)= 2 c”(D,)v (8.5) 
v = 0 
defined by 
f(D/,)@= f C,D;;@ 
1' = 0 
is a linear continuous transformation on TpB to TpB. 
Proof We select an arbitrary space, rp,sB in the scale of Frechet 
spaces, r pB We then select a space, rp,s’B . with s’ 3 2s. We then examine 
the operator defined in expression (8.5) having rP,sB as its domain and 
rp,s’B as its range. We claim that 
f(D,)@(.)= f (f Cv~a~+vhv.) 
C/=0 “=O 
is a member of rp,s’B. Since h E s’ there is a smallest integer, m,, for which 
hE E-,,. Consequently, we must consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. m > m,. We select any norm, 111 . IIIssB, in the space, rp~~‘~, and 
consider the following: 
Iiif(Dd@llls’B, = sup 
IIC~~oC,(~/q!)(q+v)!a,+,h”ll,q!l’P 
Y (s’B,X 
q!‘lP O3 IC,I (q+ VY llaqfvllm (llhll -,A’. 
“:’ (s’B,,J ,,?. 4 
c8 6j 
Since @ E rP,sB we have 
Ilay+vl/m<M,(sB,)Yfv (q+~)!-“‘~ 
and replacing Ila, + “11 mby this estimate in expression (8.6) gives us 
q!‘lP 
~s~p(s%n)‘v=o ” q! 
‘f lc I (q+v)!M,(sB,)4+“(Ilh/I~,)v 
(q+v)!“P . 
(8.7) 
By hypothesis on the function f(t), we have that its Taylor coefficients 
satisfy 
P where II =- 
p-l’ 
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Using this estimate in expression (8.7) gives us 
C, Mm r (Eep/p- l)~cl~‘~pl(q+v)!’ 
yp (S’B,)Y “go 
‘%Bm)~+” (llhll-,)” 
q!l ~ I/q)! 1~ l//J 
C, Mm 
~sy-$BJ=o v!‘-‘lPq!l-I’P 
f (v/p- l)‘[l lip1 (q+v),l 
. 
l’p(sB,)Y+q (llhll-,)” 
’ dsupC f (cep/p- l)vC1pllPl (2”+4)1P1’p(SB, llhll ..,)” (8.8) 
4 U=O 
<supc 
0 
$ ’ f (Eep/p - 1 )“[I ‘jpl (2~)’ ~ 1’P (sB, llhllP,)“, (8.9) 
4 v=O 
where the inequality (q + v)!/q! v! < 2y + ” was used in expression (8.8). For 
E > 0 sufficiently small it is clear that the series in expression (8.9) 
converges. 
Case 2. m cm,. We indicate for m cm, that the estimate 
Illf(~/J@lll S’B, G Illf(~hh?,” 
is satisfied and then all computations proceed as in Case 1 with m replaced 
by mo. 
We next examine the infinite differential operator, 
(8.10) 
The scale of Frechet spaces selected to accommodate the infinite differen- 
tial operator given in expression (8.10) will also accommodate some 
excellent structural theorems for periodic ultradistributions [ 19, 201. The 
modification required to prepare this scale of Frechet spaces is to assume 
that there is a sequence of positive numbers., { m,}~=,, satisfying the 
requirements 
m~<m,-,m,+,, q = 1, 2, . . . . (8.11.1) 
lim fi=co; q=o, 1 ) . . . . (8.11.2) 
4-rm 
Moreover there are constants A and H such that 
m4 < AHY min mjmyPj, q=o, 1, . ..) (8.11.3) 
OCiG4 
or, the weaker condition, there are constants A and H such that 
m q+l < AHqm,,. q=o, 1, . . . . (8.11.4) 
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Our scale of Frechet spaces will implement the sequence, m, = q!‘lp, 
q=o, 1 9 .., with p > 1. It is clear that this sequence satisfies conditions 
8.11.1-8.11.4. 
DEFINITION 8.12. The test function space, I-$$:: (p> 1, B= (BjJ,“j=,, 
Bj > B,, j > i) for each s > 1 is the vector space of all Ca’(Rk) functions 
equipped with the following increasing sequence of norms, 
’ 
m=o, 1, . . . . (8.13) 
THEOREM 8.14. Zf q5 E r;fs, with p > 2 and f (5) is an entire function of 
type <b and strict order of growth, q, where l/p + l/q = 1, then the infinite 
order differential operator, 
m 
f(D,)= 1 C”(~OY~ (8.15) 
v=o 
defined by 
f (D,M(t) = ? C(~,)“#(t), 
\’ = 0 
is a linear continuous transformation on rel, to rtfS,,. 
Proof. Again we select s’ > 2s and consider the transformation given in 
expression (8.14) between the spaces, TFe$ and rpc:F. As in the proof of 
Lemma 8.3, the coefficients, C,, given in expression (8.14) satisfy 
v\i. 
with b,>b and J=p 
p-l’ 
We consider the norm, 11. IIrSB, and obtain the following computations: 
Ilf (~,Mll s,B, = SUP 
IX,“=, C”(1 + t2)“$‘“+qt)l 
(s’B )qq! 1/P 7 4 
rc@ 
cc ICI (mSBmYfq C + VI!“’ v,I,p 
6Kmsup 1 
4 v=o (s’B,)4q!1h’,,!1h’ ’ 
<K,,,sup ii: ICI 4 v=. v (~)qWW’ [$$I’” v!‘Ip 
’ z IC,I (sB,)” (2q+v)1’Pv!“P 
V=O 
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d K,,, sup 
4 
Since p > 2 the series in (8.16) converges and since s’ > 2s the supremum in 
(8.16) is finite. 
COROLLARY 8.17. The infinite order distributional derivative operator, 
defined on the space of generalized functions, (U, >, f F$)’ with p > 2, as 
is well defined for all test functions, I$ E Us a 1 r&t: with p > 2. 
ProoJ: Since T is a member of a union space it must be linear and 
continuous on each TF&f, p > 2. For $E Tpeif, p > 2, the function 
(- l)l”‘CV(D,)y# is a member of rFetF as seen by Theorem 8.14. However, 
T is also linear and continuous on rFeiF. 
Several other interesting transforms such as the generalized Laplace or 
Stieltjes transform could be studied in our spaces. The analysis of such 
distributional transforms are carefully examined in TakaEi [28] and 
appropriate results could be established in this setting. This will be done in 
a forthcoming paper with Dr. TakaEi. 
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